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Plan4all - Main Goal
Harmonisation (on European level) of spatial 
planning data according to the INSPIRE Directive.







•Human health and safety
•Utility and Government services
•Environmental monitoring facilities
•Production and industrial facilities
•Agricultural and aquaculture facilities
•Population distribution – demography



















































1. Preparation of the source data (GIS structure)
2. Description of the source data structure 
3. Data structure transformation 
4. Publication & sharing
Geoportal
Establish European portal for spatial 
planning data
The Plan4all Geoportal is available at:
http://www.plan4all.eu/




To achieve interoperability the main software interface between each particular 
component have to be based on ISO standards and OGC specifications 






Other relevant standards are:
• ISO 19115
• ISO 19110




To implement specification for CSW 2.0.2 and CSW 2.0.2 AP ISO
To implement CSW protocol harvesting verbs
To define Pla4all metadata profile
Support of INSPIRE and OGC AP ISO queriables
Support of Plan4All queriables defined in D3.2
To include previews of contents functionality
View
To use Coordinate Reference Systems (CRS) defined by INSPIRE
To allow SLD profile capability for WMS
To implement GetFeatureInfo operation support with allowed formats: GML, text
Where ever applicable, to implement WMS time-scale support
To include datased Identier, metadataURL




To implement the most recent versions of WFS and GML
To implement the support for SOAP envelope
To allow complex models embedding
Paging support
Invoke
To implement OGC WPS 1.0.0 or later
To describe optional parameters for data inputs, outputs and the processes 
themselves
Current status
20 partners are sharing metadata  using OGC 
Catalogue Services for the Web
20 partners are sharing data  using OGC Web Map 
Services
Most of the partners are sharing data using OGC 
Web Feature Services
CSW, WMS, WFS



























Thank you for you attention
http://www.plan4all.eu
